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Oct 16  2016   via e mail vince.ewing@ontario.ca and original mailed  

Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry 

Box 500  106 Monk Street 

Bancroft Ont K0L1A0 

 

Att District Manager Vince Ewing 
 

Re: MNRF Forestry Assault on Jack Lake Road  

Vince 

You may possibly be aware that for several months, I have been trying to get 

information on the logging activity last fall or winter on the Jack Lake Road within 

the Peterborough Crown Game preserve. I am trying to determine what factors 

have led to the destruction of the natural landscape along a portion of the scenic 

Jack Lake Road that I am fortunate to enjoy in my daily drives between my home 

and Apsley. 

Last Spring when  I returned from my winter southern retreat, I was disturbed to 

see that a logging operation over the Fall and Winter had eradicated a portion of 

the majestic forest along part of the Jack lake Road on the east side between the 

Marinas and FR 52.   

I am not an eccentric tree huger. I do accept that our forests are an important 

renewable resource and have historically offered a significant economic 

contribution to the local community and will continue to do so. I also recognize 

that the natural forested beauty of our  township contribute to the recreational 

tourism aspects of our economy which today form the  most significant base to 

the financial wellbeing of our local commerce. 

No doubt you are well aware that the Jack Lake Association has been actively and 

productively engaged with the MNRF during the development of Forest 

Management Plans affecting the shore lands of Jack Lake. It is my understanding 

that much has been accomplished through discussions with MNRF and our Lake 

Association to ensure ecologically sensible forest management practices are put 

in place to protect the sensitive environment and natural beauty of Jack Lake. I 

have been advised that buffering areas are enforced along shorelines and 
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adjacent to wetlands to ensure ecological protection and preserve the valued 

aesthetics of our Jack Lake shoreline views.  

Steps are also required to protect the aesthetics of the forested landscapes 

along the travelled public and private roads we use to access our waterfront 

properties.  

For the past several months, I have every day looked at the recently cut the trees 

stumps close to Jack Lake road and suspected that the recent logging operation 

possibly illegally harvested mature timbers from municipal property violating the 

previously enjoyed natural beauty of the roadway. 

I have been consistently stonewalled by North Kawartha ( NK) Council and COA in 

attempting to determine the facts about this issue. I have asked specific question 

of the township and been advised the last time I addressed Council on this issue 

that they are waiting for from MNRF in order to answer my questions. According 

to those Council meeting minutes of June 21st your office has been contacted 

about the issue and that your enforcement branch is investigating. 

In the absence of acceptable responses from NK, I am asking for your assistance in 

providing answers to the following 4 questions: 

Question #1 

Does North Kawartha or MNRF own the timber rights on the surveyed road 

allowance of Jack Lake between the marinas and Fire Route 52? 

Question #2 

Has North Kawartha authorized MNRF or any logging companies associated with 

MNRF to harvest trees from the noted municipal road allowance? 

Question #3 

Is the Jack Lake Road within the Peterborough Crown Game Preserve a “forced 

road” resulting in the Provincial Crown owning the land adjacent to this road save 

and except the travelled maintained roadway? 
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Question #4 

Can you provide me with a copy of any report sent back to NK by your office 

based on the alleged investigation by your enforcement branch? 

Here are some pics I took a few months ago for you to appreciate the scope of my 

concerns. These illustration are based on my understanding that the road 

allowance is owned by the Township which your answer to Questions #1 &  #3 

will affect my approach to resolving my concerns. 
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I look forward to your response ASAP. I am departing for the South at end of the 

month and going forward want to avoid any further legal or illegal destruction of 

this roadway natural landscape. 

 

 

Ambrose Moran 

PO Box 414 

Apsley Ont. 

K0L1A0 
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